
2. MAIA’s Primary Target Areas (PTAs)
MAIA’s instrument design and investigation strategy means that 
MAIA will not be able to study the whole globe. The MAIA team 
has currently baselined 12 candidate PTAs and other sites under 
consideration. In these regions, MAIA data will be used by 
epidemiologists on the team to conduct studies on the health 
effects of different compositions of PM.
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2b. Ground monitor data availability

2c. Distribution and societal benefit2d. Population and health records

2e. PM concentrations and characteristics

2a. Remote sensing considerations1. The Multi-Angle Imager for Aerosols (MAIA)

launch in 2022 (to be confirmed), will seek to understand the health effects of 
different types of PM. The satellite instrument will collect multiangular, 
multispectral, and polarimetric observations over a set of Primary Target 
Areas (PTAs), from which speciated PM concentrations will be derived. This 
poster details the selection of the PTAs.

Particulate matter (PM) air pollution is 
estimated to cause over 4 million 
premature deaths every year1.
However, the impacts of different types of PM 
(i.e., mixtures with different proportions of 
sulfates, nitrates, organic carbon, 
black/elemental carbon, and dust) is less 
understood. The NASA Multi-Angle Imager for 
Aerosols (MAIA)2, currently scheduled for 

• MAIA’s investigation strategy 
requires data from continuous 
PM2.5 and PM10 monitors and 
filter-based speciated PM 
monitors within the PTAs. 

• We undertook an extensive effort 
to locate and characterize the PM 
monitor data currently available in 
the PTA candidate areas. 

• In some areas many monitors 
already exist, while in other areas 
MAIA will deploy PM2.5, PM10, and
speciated PM2.5 monitors in order 
to meet investigation 
requirements.

3. Conclusions and lessons learned
The MAIA instrument will observe the PTAs from a commercial 
spacecraft in low-Earth, sun-synchronous orbit. MAIA should 
observe each PTA ≥ 3 times a week on average.

Orbit

Target conflict resolution
The MAIA camera is mounted on a gimbal to collect multiangular
views of each PTA. This observation strategy means targets 
along the same orbital track (e.g. Northern and Southern 
California) would conflict with each other, so one must be given 
higher priority.
Cloud cover
Since MAIA is a passive radiometer/polarimeter, it cannot 
observe surface targets when they are cloud covered. This rules 
out frequently cloud-covered areas such as Indonesia.

• In order to ensure the suite of 
MAIA health studies is most 
effective in addressing the health 
effects of various types of PM, the 
PTAs should reflect a wide range 
of PM concentrations and 
compositions. 

• For example, Israel has a large 
dust signature, while Delhi is 
considered in part because of the 
large black carbon fraction3.

• Meanwhile, the PTA candidate 
covering Toronto has an annual 
average PM2.5 concentration of 7
µg/m3, while Delhi’s is 109 µg/m3.
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Expert advice #1
MAIA’s team of epidemiologists 
encouraged inclusion of PTA 
candidates with covering a wide range 
of PM concentrations. This is in order 
to sample the exposure-response 
curve for PM exposure, which is 
important for identifying risks 
associated with changes in PM 
concentration for both low and high 
pollutant levels.

Expert advice #2
Consultation with state air quality 
managers, epidemiologists, and other 
researchers, as well as cost 
considerations, inform the MAIA 
project’s decision to customize the types 
of monitors deployed in the PTAs 
according to local PM characteristics. 
For example, the project is considering 
deploying black carbon monitors in 
Rome and Santiago due to the local 
importance of BC.

• In order to perform health studies, the MAIA epidemiologists 
must have adequate health records to supply statistical power. 

• Population is used here as a proxy for vital records and 
cohorts that would be used to conduct the health studies. 

• Based on a survey of previous studies of air pollution, the 
MAIA team is requiring PTA candidates where acute health 
effects will be studied to have populations exceeding 540,000.

The final selection of the Primary Target Areas will take place 
based on:
• availability of health records
• availability and affordability of ground monitors
• collaborations with US and international agencies for access to 

and maintenance of ground monitors
Lessons learned through the PTA selection process:
• Selecting PTA candidates for further study before knowing orbit 

characteristics was a challenge
• Ground monitor data availability (including data access and 

latency) has proved to be a major effort and has driven selection
• Given this, extending the MAIA concept to a global (non-

targeted) investigation poses a significant challenge

• In order to optimize the societal benefit of the MAIA health 
studies, the team chose the candidate PTAs to be as globally 
distributed as possible. 

• “Golden site” PTA candidates in the US, with excellent ground 
instrumentation and a long history of air pollution research, 
will serve to calibrate the MAIA technique while still advancing 
current research. 

• Meanwhile, other candidate PTAs, such as in Africa, are areas 
where many fewer health studies have been conducted to 
date, and limited ground instrumentation exists. 

• MAIA’s goal is to provide valuable information to local 
researchers and agencies to advance air pollution research 
and policy.
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